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Aiming at the problem of optimizing the frepower confguration for warships cooperating with strategic locations on the sea, the
infuence of air defense elements on frepower confguration is analyzed comprehensively, and the constraints of frepower
confguration are put forward. Combined with factors such as the forward distance of the warship, the depth of the defense, the angle
of the combat sector, and the direction of the enemy’s attack, based on the coastal defense forces and the warship, the frepower
confguration models of air defense at a strategic location on the sea for a single warship and two warships’ coordinated air defense at
important places are established, respectively. Te forward range of a single warship and two warships’ cooperative air defense at sea
is determined, and the defense depth expectation calculation formula is given. And according to the confguration of air defense
frepower of the warship cooperating with strategic locations on the sea, the warship cooperating with maritime key area defense
efectiveness model is constructed by using the random service system theory. Finally, under the hypothetical conditions, the
numerical simulation experiments show that the proposed model and calculation formula are reasonable and efective, which can
provide a certain theoretical basis for the frepower confguration of warships cooperating with strategic locations on the sea.

1. Introduction

Strategic locations on the sea are often far away from the
mainland, with small areas, scattered locations, harsh en-
vironments, and limited natural resources, but of signifcant
potential military value [1]. Te main combat modes of
ofensive and defensive operations at a strategic location on
the sea are as follows: under the unifed command of air-
borne early-warning aircraft; guided by enemy space-based
satellites and long-range reconnaissance aircraft; covered by
electromagnetic suppression of electronic warfare aircraft,
the troops used various combat weapons (such as manned/
unmanned attack aircraft and warships, submarine-
launched long-range cruise missiles, precision-guided
bombs, and shore-based medium- and short-range tactical
missiles/long-range rockets) to carry out multidirectional,
multistage, and multiform saturation attack. One of the
bottlenecks of air defense/antimissile operations at a

strategic location on the sea is the independent operation of
a single strategic location on the sea. Because of the short
defense depth, the troops cannot deploy a defense system
with a large depth and cascade interception at a strategic
location on the sea [2]. Terefore, to further expand the
defense depth of important locations on the sea and build a
defense system for multibatch interception of important
locations on the sea, this paper studies the optimization of
frepower confguration for coordinated air defense opera-
tions between warships and ground air defense forces at a
strategic location on the sea.

Te confguration of antiaircraft frepower units is not
only the key link of air defense on the ground but also a hot
issue in air defense/antimissile research [3–8]. At present,
the research on the air defense frepower confguration of
warships mainly focuses on the air defense formation
confguration of aircraft carrier formations [9–11], ship for-
mations [12–14], and air defense ships in maritime areas
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[15–18]. Among these studies, Zhao and Liu [12] analyzed the
basic principles of the formation of air defense area and
established an optimization model and algorithm for the for-
mation deployment of two ships in a maritime formation. Rao
and Ravishankar [17] proposed a three-stage method based on
game theory to study the deployment of air defense resources to
maximize the coverage and performance of radar systems under
various terrain conditions. Aiming at the problem of coordi-
nated deployment of air defense weapon systems in multiple
important bases to defend against UAV attacks, Xue et al. [18]
constructed a multiweapon cooperative defense model
according to the performance of each defense system, and
further designed a genetic algorithm to solve it. However, few
studies were conducted on the formation confguration of the
naval formation and the cooperative air defense operations of
the strategic locations on the sea. Limited literature [19] studied
the issue of combat frepower distribution of island-ship in-
tegrated air defense dynamic weapons. With the support of
warships, the decision-makingmodel of island-ship cooperative
dynamic weapon utilization was established. But there was no
quantitative analysis of the frepower confguration of warships
and islands and reefs for cooperative air defense operations. Ma
et al. [20] studied the deployment of warships to support islands
and reef air defense operations. Taking the maximum cover
angle as the criterion, they established a confguration model of
a single ship supporting air defense operations on islands and
reefs and a two-ship confguration model. But they did not
consider the frepower confguration of warships and air de-
fense forces deployed at strategic locations on the sea for co-
ordinated air defense operations.

Aiming at optimizing the confguration of warships in
coordination with coastal air defense frepower units at
strategic locations on the sea, this paper frstly builds a
frepower unit confgurationmodel of the ground air defense
system to deal with the small area of strategic locations on
the sea and analyzes the defense depth of the end defense
line. Secondly, this paper builds a coordinated air defense
confguration model between warships and air defense
forces deployed at strategic locations on the sea and
quantitatively analyzes the defense depth of the midrange
defense line constructed in front of the warships to construct
the maximum defense depth at strategic locations on the sea.
Tirdly, according to the air defense frepower confguration
of the ship’s coordinated maritime strategic location; this
paper constructs the ship’s coordinated maritime strategic
location defense efectiveness model according to the ran-
dom service system theory. Finally, based on the midrange
and terminal double-layer defense model constructed in this
paper, an example simulation analysis is carried out, veri-
fying that the model is reasonable and efective.

2. The Configuration Model of the Air Defense
Firepower Unit at a Strategic Location on
the Sea

Te air attack weapons in air defense operations at strategic
locations on the sea include various combat aircraft, tactical
missiles, aerial bombs, and rocket bombs [21]. In this paper,

aircraft are considered as incoming targets to study the
confguration of antiaircraft fre units. Te air defense op-
erations of strategic locations on the sea are not only related
to the cover capability of ground air defense weapon systems
but also the performance of enemy aviation equipment, the
distance to drop bombs, and the location of the ground
antiaircraft weapon fre unit confguration.

2.1. Enemy Mission Line. During air defense operations at
strategic locations on the sea, enemy aircraft carrying avi-
ation munitions must be eliminated outside the enemy
mission line.Te enemymission line [22] is a critical line for
the defense of strategic locations on the sea. Once the enemy
plane fies over this boundary line, it can attack the target at
strategic locations on the sea and complete its air strike
mission, as shown in Figure 1.

When the enemy plane launches air-to-ground missiles
(or drops bombs) at a point T1(T2), the distance between the
enemy mission line and the center of the protected object is
given as follows:

Rrwx � r0 + rs + rk rf . (1)

r0 is the radius of the defended object, and rs is the
efective radius of the air-to-ground missile (bomb)
rk is the horizontal distance of the air-to-groundmissile
or cruise missile after launch
rf is the horizontal fight distance of the bomb dropped
by the aircraft

2.2. Defensive Depth and Route Shortcut. To protect strategic
locations on the sea, antiaircraft fre units must destroy
incoming targets outside the enemy mission line. To im-
prove defense efciency, when the air defense frepower unit
is confgured, it is necessary to confgure a certain defense
depth according to the incoming direction of the enemy.Te
size of the defense depth determines the number of shots
fred by the antiaircraft fre units on incoming targets.
Assuming that the time interval of the continuous fring of
an antiaircraft fre unit is t0, and the fight speed of the
incoming target is v0, the defense depth required by the
antiaircraft fre unit to shoot n times can be estimated as
follows:

Lzs � ΔL + v0t0(n − 1), (2)

where ΔL represents the possible horizontal distance re-
duction of the kill zone under complex conditions. If the
antiaircraft fre unit adopts the shooting-observing-shooting
mode, the defense depth required for n shots can be esti-
mated as follows:

Lzs � ΔL + v0 tgc(n − 1) + 
n

k�2
tk

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (3)

tgc is the observation and evaluation time of the air
defense weapon system
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tk is the fight time between the k-th interceptor missile
and the incoming target, which is related to factors such
as the route shortcut and fight height of the incoming
target

Route shortcut refers to the vertical distance from the
center of the fre launch unit to the projection line or the
tangent of the projection line of the air attack target track at
sea level. As shown in Figure 2, the route shortcut |O1P|,
usually denoted by P, is an important parameter to deter-
mine whether the projectile can be launched or fred. In fact,
as the route shortcut of the incoming target increases, the
interception ballistic curvature will increase, and the re-
quired overload of the ship-to-air missile will also increase.
But the available overload of the ship-to-air missile is un-
changed. Tese will reduce the ratio of available overload to
required overload, and increase the guidance error of the
missile, thereby reducing the single-shot kill probability of
the ship-to-air missile [23].

2.3. Confguration Model of Antiaircraft Firepower Units for
Strategic Locations on the Sea. Te confguration of air de-
fense frepower units is a key link in air defense/antimissile
defense operations at strategic locations on the sea. Due to
the special geographical and natural environment condi-
tions, only limited air defense forces can be deployed in
strategic locations on the sea, and some small areas can only
be equipped with portable air defense missiles. When
establishing an antiaircraft fre unit, we must position the
antiaircraft weapon platform at a certain distance from the
target being defended to maximize the combat capability of
the antiaircraft weapon system and ensure that it can be fred
multiple times in front of the enemy mission line. For the air
defense operations of strategic locations on the sea, con-
sidering its small area, we should try to deploy the fre units
along the coastline according to the main combat direction
of the enemy when confguring the air defense fre units,
expanding the defense depth of air defense fre units (as
shown in Figure 2).

Assuming that the center of the important sea area is O,
and the horizontal main combat direction of the important
sea area is BOD, where ∠BOD � 2φ. O1 is the confguration
point of the antiaircraft frepower unit, dpz � |OO1| is the
confguration distance from the center of the defended

object. Te enemy mission line is Rrwx. Te kill zone far
boundary of the antiaircraft fre unit is Dmsy � |O1B|, and
the antiaircraft fre unit has a border defense depth of
Lzs(φ) � |BC|. In ΔO1OB, using the triangular cosine the-
orem, we can obtain as follows:

Dmsy � d
2
pz + Rrwx + Lzs(φ)( 

2
− 2dpz Rrwx + Lzs(φ)( . (4)

From formula (4), it can be calculated that when air
defense frepower is deployed on the coastline of important
coastal areas, the minimum defense depth in the main
combat direction is Lzs(φ), and the corresponding route
shortcut is Pmax � (Lzs(φ) + Rrwx)sin φ. In addition, it can
be seen from Figure 2 that the maximum defense depth is
Lzs � Dmsy − Rrwx. when the route shortcut is zero.

3. The Air Defense Firepower Configuration
Model of Warships Cooperating with the
Strategic Location on the Sea

3.1.TeAirDefense FirepowerConfgurationModel of a Single
Warship Cooperating with the Strategic Location on the Sea.
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the air defense frepower
confguration of a single ship supporting a strategic position
on the sea. Te warship is preconfgured O′, which forms a
double-layer interception defense system with antiaircraft
frepower at the strategic position on the sea. Taking into
account the large forward distance of the warship and the
range far boundary of the ship-to-air missile, and the rel-
atively small area of the strategic position on the sea, the
confguration distance |OO1| between the center and the
antiaircraft frepower mentioned in Section 2.3, compared to
ship forward distance and missile range boundaries, is
negligible. For the convenience of modeling and analysis, it
is assumed that the terminal defense line and the enemy
mission line at the strategic position on the sea are con-
centric circles. Te forward distance of the warship is dpz �

Enemy mission line

Terminal defense line

O

A

B

C

Rrwx

Dmsy

O1

Lzs (φ)

dpz

Protected object

D

P

φ

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of air defense frepower confguration
in a strategic location on the sea.
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Figure 1: Enemy mission line.
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|OO′|, and the maximum course angle is qmax. Te boundary
of the ship-to-air missile kill zone is Dzsy and Lzs(θ) rep-
resents the defense depth of warships.

It is not difcult to see from Figure 3 that if the forward
distance of the ship is small, its defense sector will be large
and the defense depth will be small. As the forward distance
of the ship increases, the defense sector of the ship becomes
smaller and smaller, and the defense depth of the central area
of the main combat direction gradually increases. However,
the border defense depth (|BC|) showed a trend of increase
in the beginning and then decrease gradually. What this
paper considers is the forward distance of warships with the
capability to defend the main combat direction and with a
certain defense depth, to ensure that the key points at sea
have the greatest defense depth.

3.1.1. Model of the Maximum Forward Distance of a Single
Warship. Assuming that the main attack direction of the
enemy is in the sector BOD, to ensure that the warships can
efectively defend the enemy’s incoming targets, it is re-
quired that the defense depth in themain combat direction is
not less than the fxed value L, that is Lzs(φ) � L. Ten, the
maximum forward distance of the warships can be solved by
the following equations:

L +|OC| � |OB|,

D
2
zsy � |OB|

2
+ d

max
pz 

2
− 2|OB|d

max
pz cosφ,

|OC|sin φ �

�����������������������������������

|OC|
2

+ d
max
pz 

2
− 2|OC|d

max
pz cosφ · sin qmax



,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where |OB| represents the far boundary of the midrange
interception defense line constructed by the ship. Trough
the abovementioned equations, although the analytical so-
lution of the ship confguration distance dmax

pz cannot be
directly solved, when the parameter L, φ, qmax, Dzsy is given,
the maximum forward distance of the warship and the far
boundary of the midrange defense line can be obtained.

3.2. Minimum Distance Model for Single Warship Forward
Confguration. If the ship is too close to the key point at sea,
it will lose the defensive depth formed by the front of the
warship. Terefore, the minimum forward confguration
distance of warships should be within the boundary area of
the combat sector. Te defensive depth formed by warships
alone should not be less than the fxed value L, as shown in
Figure 4.

It is not difcult to see from the fgure when |BC| � L the
forward distance of the warship achieves the minimum
value. Terefore, according to the geometric relationship of
the fgure, we can obtain

|OB|

sin ∠OO′B
�

O′B




sin φ
�

d
min
pz

sin ∠OBO′
,

|OB| � L + Dmsy, O′B


 � Dzsy.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

So, the minimum confguration distance of the ship is
given as follows:

d
min
pz �

Dzsy sin ∠OO′B − φ( 

sin φ
, (7)

where ∠OO′B � π − arcsin(L + Dmsy)sin φ/Dzsy.

3.2.1. A Model of the Air Defense Depth of a Single Warship
Cooperating with Strategic Positions on the Sea. After de-
termining the ship’s forward confguration distance dpz,
assuming that the enemy’s incoming direction enters the
ship’s defense sector at the angle θ, and obeys a uniform
distribution in the given threat sector, then the probability
density function f(θ) of the enemy’s incoming direction θ is
defned as follows:

Terminal
defense line

Enemy mission line

Warship's mid-range defense line

O

O'

A

B

C qmax

Rrwx

Dmsy

Dzsy

D

φ

Figure 3: Schematic diagram 1 of the air defense confguration of a
single warship cooperating with a strategic location on the sea.
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f(θ) �

1
b − a

, a≤ θ≤ b,

0, otherwise.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

Assuming that the azimuth of the warship deployment is
α. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the efective defense
depth of the warship is defned as follows:

Lzs(θ) �
Dzsy sin qmax + α − θ − θ1( 

sin qmax + α − θ( 
, (9)

where θ1 � arcsin(dpz sin θ/Dzsy). Ten, the expected de-
fense depth of a warship in the main combat sector is defned
as follows:

E Lzs(a, b)(  � 
b

a
Lzs(θ)f(θ)dθ

� 
b

a

Dzsy sin qmax + α − θ − θ1( 

sin qmax + α − θ( 
 f(θ)dθ.

(10)

Te defense depth of the overlapping kill area of the
warship’s coordinated antiaircraft fre Lzs

′(θ) � |CC′| is
given as follows:

Lzs
′(θ) � Dmsy − (|OB| − |BC|)

� Dmsy − Dzsy

sin θ + θ1( 

sin θ
−
sin qmax + α − θ − θ1( 

sin qmax + α − θ( 
 .

(11)

As can be seen from Figure 5, when there comes to a
diferent target attack angle, there needs a diferent
method to calculate the air defense frepower defense
depth of the warship cooperating with strategic positions
on the sea.

Te specifc calculation formula is defned as follows:

lzs(θ) �
Lzs(θ) + Dmsy − Rrwx − Lzs

′(θ) , θ ≤ θ0;

Lzs(θ) + Dmsy − Rrwx, θ0 < θ<φ,

⎧⎨

⎩ (12)

where θ0 � qmax + α − arcsindpz sin(α + qmax)/Dmsy Ten,
the formula for calculating the expected defense depth of a
single warship cooperating with strategic positions on the
sea is given as follows:

E lzs(a, b)(  � 
b

a
lzs(θ)f(θ)dθ. (13)

3.3.TeAirDefenseFirepowerConfgurationModel of theTwo
Warships Cooperating with Strategic Positions on the Sea.
In the air defense operations of warship formations cooper-
ating with strategic positions on the sea, the defense confg-
uration includes linear confguration and circular
confguration, etc. In the air defense of two warships coop-
erating with strategic positions on the sea, the central axis of
the confguration of the two ships is confgured as the central
axis of the main combat direction of strategic positions on the
sea, which can maximize the defense sector of the warship
formation, as shown in Figure 6. Te larger the confguration
distance between the two ships, the larger the defense sector
and the smaller the overlapping area of frepower. Conversely,
the smaller the confguration distance between the two ships,
the smaller the defensive sector and the larger the overlapping
area of frepower. Meanwhile, the larger the forward confg-
uration distance of the two ships, the smaller the defense sector
and the greater the defense depth. Conversely, the smaller the
forward confguration distance, the larger the defense sector
and the smaller the defense depth. Terefore, when confg-
uring the antiaircraft fre unit of the two warships cooperating

O

A

B

C qmax

Rrwx

Dmsy

Dzsy

D

Warship's mid-range defense line

Terminal
defense line

Enemy mission line

C'

O'φ

Figure 4: Schematic diagram 2 of the air defense confguration of a
single warship cooperating with a strategic location on the sea.
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Figure 5: Te defense depth of a single warship cooperating with a
strategic location on the sea.
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with strategic positions on the sea, one needs to consider the
confguration distance between the two ships, as well as the
forward confguration distance.

3.3.1. Te Confguration Distance between the TwoWarships.
Te limiting condition for the confguration distance be-
tween two warships is under the condition that the sum of
the defense depths of the two warships’ overlapping fre-
power area should not be less than the defense depth of a
single ship’s zero route shortcut, the confguration distance
between the two warships should be as large as possible to
expand the defense sector [24].

Te far boundary of the warship defense is Dzsy, that is,
|A D| � 0.5Dzsy in Figure 6. In ΔAO′D, by the law of sine,
we obtain

|A D|

sin c
�

AO′




sin ϑ
,

O′D




sin(c + ϑ)
�

AO′




sin ϑ
, (14)

where ϑ � π − qmax � |AO′| � 2|A D| � Dzsy, thus

O′D


 � Dzsy

�����������

1 −
1
4
sin2qmax



−
1
2
cos qmax . (15)

Ten, the confguration distance between the two war-
ships is defned as follows:

dO′O″ � O′O″




� 2Dzsy

�����������

1 −
1
4
sin2qmax



−
1
2
cos qmax sin qmax.

(16)

3.3.2. Te Model of the Forward Confguration Distance
between the Two Warships. Te principle of confguring the
forward distance between twowarships is the same as that of a

single warship. When the confguration distance between the
two warships and the main combat sector is determined, the
distance between the two warships and the strategic positions
on the sea gradually increases, and the air defense depth
between the two warships and strategic positions on the sea
becomes larger. When the forward confguration distance of
the two warships reaches a certain level, the defense depth
shows a decreasing trend with the greater forward confgu-
ration distance of the warships. As shown in Figure 6, the two
warships are deployed at points O′, O″ (outside the terminal
defense line at strategic positions on the sea), and the main
combat sector angle of the strategic positions on the sea is 2φ.
Assuming that the minimum value of the horizontal defense
depth of the warships is Lzs, then when the boundary of the
combat sector is |BC| � Lzs, the confguration distance
|OO′| � |OO″| between the warship and the strategic posi-
tions on the sea reaches its maximum value.

At this moment, using the triangle sine theorem, we can
obtain

|BC|

sin ∠CO′B
�

O′B




sin ∠BCO′
,

O′C




sin ∠CBO′
�

O′B




sin ∠BCO′
,

O′H




sin ∠O′CH
�

O′C




sin φ
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(17)

where ∠BCO′ � π + φ − qmax � |BC| � Lzs, |O′B| � Dzsy,

after simplifcation,

O′H


 �
Dzsy sin qmax − φ − ∠CO′B( 

sin φ
, (18)

where ∠CO′B � arcsin(Lzs sin(qmax − φ)/Dzsy). From the
proportional relationship between |O′H| and |OE|, the
distance from the strategic position on the sea to the con-
fguration center E of the two warships can be obtained.

|OE| �
Dzsy sin qmax − φ − ∠CO′B(  + 0.5dO′O″ cot φ

sin φ
. (19)

Te maximum value of the distance from the strategic
position on the sea to the two warships.

d
max
oo′ �

������������
1
4
d
2
O′O″ +|OE|

2


. (20)

When the deployment point O′, O″ of the two warships
is located within the terminal defense line at strategic po-
sitions on the sea, as shown in Figure 7, the overlapping
airspace of antiaircraft frepower of warships cooperating
with the strategic position on the sea is relatively large, as
well as the defense sector angle. When the two warships are
at the boundary distance |BC| � Lzs of the main combat
sector, the forward confguration distance of the warships
takes the minimum value.

According to the geometric relationship in Figure 7, we
can get

O

Rrwx

Dmsy

B

C

A

D

E

qmax

Dzsy

F

H

Warship's mid-range defense line

Terminal
defense line

Enemy mission line

O''O'

φ

γ
β

ϑ

Figure 6: Te confguration model of air defense frepower of two
warships cooperating with a strategic location on the sea.
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|BC|

sin ∠CO′B
�

O′B




sin ∠BCO′
�

O′C




sin ∠CBO′
,

d
min
OO′ �

������������������������

|OC|cos φ − O′C


 
2

+ O′E



2



,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(21)

where ∠BCO′ � π − φ, |BC| � L, |O′B| � Dzsy,∞|OC|

� Dmsy,|O′E| � 1/2dO′O″ . after simplifcation,

d
min
OO′ �

��������������������������������������������

|OC|cos φ + L cos φ −
�������������
D2

zsy − L2sin2 φ


 
2

+
1
4
d
2
O′O″



. (22)

3.3.3. Te Model of the Air Defense Depth of the Two
Warships Cooperating with the Strategic Position on the Sea.
It is assumed that the azimuth of the incoming target course
is θ, and the course points to the strategic position on the sea
O. At this time, as shown in Figure 8, the air defense ship
adjusted the combat orientation according to the incoming
direction, so that the central axis of the kill zone was parallel
to the incoming direction, to ensure the best posture to
defend the incoming target. Te vertical line from point O″
to |OA| intersects at point P, and the route shortcut is
defned as follows:

pmax � O″P


 � dOO″ sin θ0 − θ( . (23)

In the right triangle APO″,

|AP| �

�������������

O″A



2

− O″P



2



�

��������������������

D
2
zsy − d

2
OO″sin

2 θ0 − θ( 



. (24)

Te defense depth of the warship against the target is
given as follows:

Lzs(θ) � |AP| − |KP| �

��������������������

D
2
zsy − d

2
OO″sin

2 θ0 − θ( 



− dOO″ sin θ0 − θ( cot qmax. (25)

Terefore, the defense depth of the two warships is
expected to be

E lzs(a, b)(  � 
b

b
Lzs(θ)f(θ)dθ � 

b

b

��������������������

D
2
zsy − d

2
OO″sin

2 θ0 − θ( 



− dOO″ sin θ0 − θ( cot qmax f(θ)dθ. (26)
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the minimum confguration of the distance between the warship and strategic location on the sea.
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Comparing Figures 6 and 7, the forward distance of the
two warships in Figure 6 is relatively large, and the defense
depth of the two warships cooperating with the strategic
position on the sea is large as well. In Figure 7, however, the
overlapping area of the air defense frepower between the
two warships and the strategic position on the sea is large,

and the defense depth of the two warships cooperating with
the strategic position on the sea is small. In fact, according to
the forward distance dOO″ ∈ (dmin

OO″ , dmax
OO″), the defense depth

of the two warships cooperating with the strategic position
on the sea can be obtained as follows:

lzs(θ) �

Lzs(θ) + Dmsy − Rrwx;

ifdOO″ cos θ0 − θ(  + sin θ0 − θ( cot qmax( ≥Dmsy
��������������������
D

2
zsy − d

2
OO″sin

2 θ0 − θ( 


+ dOO″ cos θ0 − θ(  − Rrwx; other.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(27)

Te expected defense depth of the two warships coop-
erating with the strategic position on the sea is given as
follows:

E Lzs(a, b)(  � 
b

a
lzs(θ)f(θ)dθ. (28)

4. Efficiency Analysis of the Air Defense of
Warships Cooperating with the Strategic
Position on the Sea

4.1. EfciencyModel of Air Defense of the Strategic Position on
the Sea. Te main air strikes faced by the strategic position
on the sea are multidirectional, multistage, and multiform
saturation attacks. In the event of a large-scale air attack, the
defense system at the strategic position on the sea can be
regarded as a random service system. Te arrival process of
the incoming target obeys the Poisson distribution with
parameter λ, that is,

Pk(t) �
(λt)

k

k!
e

− λt
. (29)

k � 0, 1, 2, . . . and t> 0, Pk(t) demonstrates the proba-
bility that k targets will strike within time t. Te antiair
defense at the strategic position on the sea adopts the
principle of “frst to come, frst to be served” and uses the
shooting method of “shooting-observing-shooting.”
Each antiaircraft fre unit is regarded as a “service
counter,” and the “service” time for incoming targets
obeys the negative exponential distribution of a pa-
rameter μ, that is,

P(τ < t) � 1 − e
− μt

, t≥ 0, (30)

where μ � 1/tsmean, tsmean represents the average “service”
time to the target. It is assumed that the time of the incoming
target fying over the kill zone obeys a negative exponential
distribution with parameter υ, that is,

P(τ < t) � 1 − e
− υt

, t≥ 0, (31)
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Figure 8: Te defense depth of the two warships cooperating with a strategic location on the sea.
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where υ � 1/wmean and twmean is the average time that the
target stays in the kill zone, which depends on the incoming
target’s fight speed v0 and the defense depth Lzs of the
antiaircraft weapon fre units defending it. Incoming targets
stay and fy in the launch area, which is equivalent to
“customers” queuing for service in the service system. Te
incoming target few away from the launch area and suc-
cessfully penetrated the defense, which is equivalent to that
of a “customer” who has been queuing for too long in the
service system automatically left.

According to the above-mentioned analysis and as-
sumptions, the air defense of the strategic position on the sea
can be regarded as the M/M/n/c queuing model with a
limited waiting time. Assuming that N(t) represents the
number of targets in the air defense weapon system at the t

epoch, the possible states of the system are given as follows:

A0: Tere are n frepower channels idle in the system,
and there are 0 targets;
A1: Te system has 1 fre channel fring and 1 target;
· · ·· · ·

An: All fre channels of the system are under fring,
there are n targets;
An+1: All fre channels of the system are under fring,
and there is 1 target waiting to be fred;

· · ·· · ·

An+s: All fre channels of the system are under fring,
and there are s targets waiting to be fred.

According to the principle of equilibrium state, the
equation system can be obtained as follows:

A0: μp1 − λp0 � 0;

A1: 2μp2 − (λ + μ)p1 + λp0 � 0;

· · ·

Ak: (k + 1)μpk+1 − (λ + kμ)pk + λpk− 1 � 0;

· · ·

An: (nμ + v)pn+1 − (λ + nμ)pn + λpn− 1 � 0;

An+1: (nμ + 2v)pn+2 − (λ + nμ + v)pn+1 + λpn � 0;

· · ·

An+i: (nμ +(i + 1)v)pn+i+1 − (λ + nμ + v)pn+i + λpn+i− 1 � 0;

· · ·

An+s: (nμ + sv)pn+s − λpn+s− 1 � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(32)

According to p0 + p1 + p2 + · · · + pn + · · · + pn+s � 1, the
probability of stability can be obtained as follows:

p0 � 
n

k�0

ρk

k!
+
ρn

n!
· 
∞

s�1

ρs


s
m�1 (n + mϑ)

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
− 1

;

pk �
ρk

k!
· p0, 0≤ k≤ n;

pn+s �
ρn

n!
ρi



i

k�1
(n + kϑ)⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

− 1

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ · p0, 1≤ i≤ s,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(33)

where ρ � λPf/μ � λPftsmean, ϑ � v/μ � v0tsmean/Lzs, and Pf

is the probability that the target is detected by the radar. Te
probability of successful penetration of the incoming target

without being shot is denoted as Pref. When there are on
average m targets in the system waiting to be fred, the
probability of the target not being fred is given as follows:

Pref �
v

λ


∞

s�1
spn+s �

v/μ
λ/μ



∞

s�1
spn+s �

ϑ
ρ



∞

s�1
spn+s �

ϑ
ρ

·
ρn/n! 

∞
s�1 sρs/

s
k�1 (n + kϑ)


n
k�0 ρ

k/k! + ρn/n! · 
∞
s�1 ρ

s/
s
m�1 (n + mϑ)

. (34)

Tus, the probability of the incoming target being shot is:
Pshoot � 1 − Pref. assuming the killing probability of the air
defense frepower unit to the incoming target is Pkill, the
defense efciency of the strategic position on the sea is
DF � Pshoot · Pkill.

4.2. EfciencyModel of theDefense of theWarshipCooperating
with the Strategic Position on the Sea. Te defense of the
warships cooperating with the strategic position on the sea
can be regarded as a double-layer air defense/antimissile
defense system. It is the forward-confgured warship that
carries out the midrange interception defense at frst, and
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it is the strategic position on the sea that performs ter-
minal interception on targets that the warship has not
efectively intercepted. Each layer of the defense system is
treated as an M/M/n/c queuing model with a limited
waiting time. Terefore, the efciency model of the ship-

ground double-layer air defense/antimissile defense is
described as follows:

Te efciency model of the warship’s midrange defense
is given as follows:

JT:

ρ1 � λ · t
(jt)
smean · Pf1

; ϑ1 �
v0t

(jt)
smean

L
(jt)
zs ;

P
(jt)

shoot � 1 −
ϑ1/ρ1 

∞
m�1 mρn1

1 /n1! ρm
1 

m
k�1 n1 + kϑ1( ( 

− 1
 


n1
i�0 ρ

i
1/i! + ρn1

1 /n1! 
∞
s�1 ρs

1 
s
m�1 n1 + mϑ1( ( 

− 1
  

;

DF1 � P
(jt)

shootP
(jt)

kill ;

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(35)

Based on the warship interception, the efciency model
of the terminal interception defense of the warship

cooperating with the strategic position on the sea is given as
follows:

Y D:

ρ2 � 1 − DF1( λ · t
(dj)
smean · Pf2

; ϑ2 �
v0t

(dj)
smean

L
(dj)
zs ;

P
(dj)

shoot � 1 −
ϑ2/ρ2 

∞
m�1 mρn2

2 /n2! ρm
2 

m
k�1 n2 + kϑ2( ( 

− 1
 


n1
i�0 ρ

i
2/i! + ρn2

2 /n2! 
∞
s�1 ρs

2 
s
m�1 n2 + mϑ2( ( 

− 1
  

;

DF1 � P
(dj)

shootP
(dj)

kill ;

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(36)

Overall, the efciency model of the warship cooperating
with the strategic position on the sea is given as follows:

DF � DF1 + 1 − DF1( DF2. (37)

ρi(i � 1, 2) is the number of incoming targets found in
the average fring time of warships and the strategic position
on the sea. ϑi(i � 1, 2) represents the number of successful
penetrations due to exceeding the waiting time during the
average fring time. ni(i � 1, 2) represents the number of
antiaircraft fre units on the warship and at the strategic
position on the sea, respectively. Te rest of the parameters
are the same as those defned above.

5. Simulation Experiments

It is assumed that the coordinated air defense between a
strategic position on the sea and a warship forms an efective
double-layer interception defense system, with the warship’s
front-mounted ship-to-air missiles performing the mid-
range defense, and the air defense weapon systems deployed
at the strategic position on the sea performing the terminal
defense. Table 1 shows the performance of the relevant
parameters of the frepower unit of each air defense weapon
platform. Te antiaircraft frepower units confgured on

warships and the strategic position on the sea are set to 4 and
6, respectively, and the probability of fnding the target and
the probability of killing are random numbers in the cor-
responding interval.

It is assumed that the maximum radius of the bombing
circle of the enemy air attack weapon is 60 km, the fying
height of the enemy air attack aircraft is 300m at a fight
speed v0 � 300m/s, and the attack intensity λ � 8 of planes
per minute. Te main combat sector angle at the strategic
position on the sea 2φ � 120o, and the defensive combat
shooting mode adopts the method of “shoot-look-shoot,”
and the observation and evaluation time t0 � 15 s. When
confgured with frepower, the warship is required to in-
tercept the incoming targets in the main combat sector at
least 2 times. Tables 2 and 3 show the relevant conclusions
obtained from the air defense frepower confguration model
of the warship cooperating with the strategic position on the
sea constructed in Section 3.

As can be seen from Table 2, in the “shooting-observing-
shooting” mode, the warship’s defense depth in the main
combat direction cannot be less than 30.9 km. To meet this
requirement, when conducting the air defense of a single
warship cooperating with the strategic position on the sea,
the minimum forward distance is 27 km and the maximum
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is 75 km. When conducting the air defense of two warships
cooperating with the strategic position on the sea, without
considering the communication distance and other factors,
the maximum distance between the two warships is 154 km,
and the minimum value is the minimum distance between
the two warships under electromagnetic interference. When
the distance between the two warships is 60 km, the con-
fguration distance between the warships and the strategic
position on the sea ranges from 40 km to 98 km, and the
vertical distance between the two warships’ confguration
line and the strategic position on the sea ranges from 33 km
to 55 km. Simulation parameters: when the single-warship
coordinated air defense forward distance is 40 km, the two-
warship coordinated air defense distance is 60 km, and the
distance between the two warships is 60 km, to calculate the
expected value of the defense depth within the range of the
enemy’s incoming direction. It is not difcult to see from
Table 3 that the horizontal air defense depth of the two
warships’ coordinated air defense is better than that of the

Table 1: Relevant parameters of frepower unit of air defense weapon system.

Parameter
Antiaircraft fre unit of the surface-to-air

missile in the
strategic position on the sea

Antiaircraft fre unit of warship surface-to-air
missile

Kill zone far boundary (km) 80 100
Kill zone near the boundary (km) 5 3
Maximum course angle qmax (∗) 75 80
Maximum route shortcut (km) 77 98
Observation evaluation time (s) 15 15
Antiaircraft fre transfer time (s) 10 10
Average fight speed of antiaircraft
missiles (m/s) 900 900

Antiaircraft fre unit 8 6
Probability of fnding the target Pf Rand (0.8, 1) Rand (0.8, 1)
Single-shot missile kill probability Pkill Rand (0.5, 0.9) Rand (0.5, 0.9)

Table 2: Conclusions about the distance of frepower confguration between the warship cooperating with a strategic location on the sea.

Parameter Minimum value
(km)

Maximum value
(km)

Remarks
(km)

Te forward distance of air defense of single-warship cooperating with the strategic
position on the sea 27 75 Lmin

zs � 30.9

Te distance between the two warships d0 154 doo′ � 60
Te distance between the coordinated air defense of two warships and the strategic
position on the sea 40 98

Te vertical distance between the confguration line of the two warships and the
strategic position on the sea 33 75

Table 3: Results of cooperative defense in depth.

Parameter Single-warship Two-warship Remarks
Warship defense depth expectation (km) 90.5 98.4

Depth expectation of independent air defense of the
strategic position on the sea: 51.2 km

Depth expectation in the overlapping area of
coordinated antiaircraft fre (km) 39.8 22.7

Coordinated air defense depth expectation
(km) 100.7 125.7
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Figure 9: Single lead distance and defense depth.
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single warship’s coordinated air defense. Te expected value
of the horizontal defense depth of a single warship coop-
erating with the strategic position on the sea is 100.7, while
that of two warships cooperating with the strategic position
on the sea is 125.7. In the independent air defense operation
of the strategic position on the sea, the expected defense
depth is 51.2 km. Te fact is that the conclusions of Table 3
are obtained when the confguration distance is determined.
To further analyze the relationship between the defense
depth and the confguration distance of air defense frepower
units, this paper uses the confguration distance as a variable
in the simulation, and obtains a schematic diagram of the
horizontal defense depth, the border defense depth, and the
confguration distance, as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

It can be seen from the fgure that whether the coor-
dinated air defense is conducted by a single warship or two
warships, the expected value of the horizontal defense depth
increases with the increase of the warship confguration

distance. When the confguration distance reaches a certain
level, the defense depth tends to be stable. However, if the
forward distance is too large or too small, the border defense
depth in the main combat direction cannot meet the re-
quirements of warships for performing two interceptions.
Combining Table 2 and Figures 9 and 10, it can be seen that
under a single-warship coordinated defense, the confgu-
ration distance is less than 27 km or greater than 75 km, or
under a two-warship coordinated defense, the confguration
distance is less than 40 km or greater than 97 km. In this case,
the border defense depth is less than 30.9 km, which does not
meet the defense requirements.

Te horizontal defense depth of air defense of warships
cooperating with the strategic position on the sea is not only
related to the confguration distance but also related to
parameters such as the azimuth angle of the incoming target,
the azimuth angle of warship deployment, and the confg-
uration distance between the two warships. Figure 11 refects
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the relationship between the defense depth, the confgura-
tion distance, and the direction of the incoming target under
air defense of the single warship and the two warships
cooperating with the strategic position on the sea. As can be
seen from the fgure, when the incoming direction is facing
the center of the defense kill zone, the defense depth is
relatively large, and the confguration distance gradually
increases. When the attack angle is relatively large and close
to the boundary of the combat direction, the defense depth
frst increases and then decreases with the confguration
distance. In addition, the depth expectation of two-warship

coordinated defense is signifcantly higher than the data of
single-warship coordinated defense.

Figure 12(a) takes the direction angle of the incoming
target as an example and shows the relationship between the
air defense depth of the warship cooperating with the
strategic position on the sea, the warship’s deployment
azimuth, and the forward distance.Te smaller the warship’s
deployment azimuth angle and the incoming direction
angle, the greater the defense depth. As the deployment
azimuth increases, the greater the deployment distance, the
greater the defense depth.
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Figure 12(b) refects the relationship between the defense
depth, the confguration distance between the two warships,
and the distance between the warship and the ground under
the air defense of two warships cooperating with the strategic
position on the sea. As can be seen from the fgure, as the
distance between the two warships increases, the defense
depth decreases. But in fact, the larger the defense sector of
the two warships, the greater the distance between the two
warships and the strategic position on the sea, and the
defense depth also increases.

Terefore, ignoring other factors, when optimizing the
confguration of air defense frepower units of a single
warship cooperating with the strategic position on the sea,
the azimuth angle of the warship should maintain a small
angle with the direction of the incoming target. Premised by
meeting the requirements of the warship’s defense depth in
the main combat direction, the forward distance of the
warship should be as forward as possible. Under the defense
of two warships cooperating with the strategic position on
the sea, the confguration distance between the two warships
is determined according to the enemy’s main attack sector
and the antiaircraft far boundary of the antiaircraft fre unit.
On the premise of meeting the defense depth requirements
of the main combat sector, the small distance between the
two warships is conducive to the coordinated defense of the

two warships. It efectively increases the overlapping area of
air defense frepower in the center of the combat sector and
increases the probability of intercepting incoming targets. In
addition, under the condition of meeting the defense depth
requirements of the main combat sector, the greater the
distance between the two warships and the strategic position
on the sea, the greater the expected value of the defense depth.

According to the abovementioned analysis of the co-
ordinated defense depth of warships cooperating with the
strategic position on the sea, the efciency model of coor-
dinated defense, and the parameters of the combat scenario,
this paper uses MATLAB to conduct random simulations.
After 100 simulations, the conclusions related to cooperative
defense efectiveness between the warship and strategic
location on the sea are shown in Table 4 and Figure 13.

It can be seen from the simulation results that the co-
operative defense efectiveness between two warships and
strategic locations on the sea is 0.9693, which is superior to
that between a single warship and strategic location on the
sea at 0.8491.Tis is because the defense depth in the defense
of two warships cooperating with the strategic position on
the sea is larger than that in a single-warship coordinated
defense. Moreover, the two-warship coordinated defense
usually has a large number of air defense frepower units,
which can efectively form alternate echelon interceptions,

Table 4: Simulation results of cooperative defense efectiveness between the warship and strategic location on the sea.

Coordinated defense type ρ ϑ Pref Pshoot DF

Single-warship coordinated
defense

Single-warship medium-range defense efectiveness 10.08 0.2913 0.6296 0.3704 0.3148
Terminal defense efectiveness at the strategic position on the

sea 6.4050 0.2388 0.1337 0.8663 0.7797

Total — — — — 0.8491

Two-warship coordinated
defense

Two-warship medium-range defense efectiveness 9.3600 0.2453 0.1709 0.8291 0.7047
Terminal defense efectiveness at the strategic position on the

sea 2.7603 0.2388 0.0043 0.9957 0.8962

Total — — — — 0.9693
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thereby improving interception efciency. It can be seen
from Figure 13 that when the number of attacking warships
reaches 40, in the single-warship coordinated defense sys-
tem, 7 attacking targets penetrated the defense without being
shot, while only 1 penetrated the defense in the two-warship
cooperated defense system. In fact, among the plans on
warships supporting the air defense of the strategic location
on the sea, the independent air defense of the strategic lo-
cation on the sea shows an efciency of 0.6218, which is far
lower than the efciency of the air defense of warships
cooperating with the strategic position on the sea. It can be
seen that under the simulation background, the defense
efciency of the two-warship coordinated defense is 96.93%,
which is much higher than that of the independent air
defense at the strategic location on the sea. Furthermore,
when the strength of the incoming target is A (frames/min),
the defense efciency of two-warship coordinated defense
remains above 80%, while that of the independent defense at
the strategic location on the sea is less than 50%. Overall, it is
fair to say that the two-warship coordinated air defense can
greatly improve defense efciency.

6. Conclusion

Aiming at the optimization of the frepower confguration
for air defense operations at a strategic location on the sea,
this paper comprehensively analyzes the infuence of
various elements of air defense on the frepower confg-
uration according to the actual situation of the air defense
combat battlefeld environment. Based on the coastal
defense forces and warship antiaircraft frepower units
deployed at the strategic location on the sea, this paper
constructs a frepower confguration model for coordi-
nated air defense operations between warships and the
strategic location on the sea. Accordingly, the calculation
formulas of the forward distance and the expected value of
the defense depth of the single warship and two warship
air defenses cooperating with the strategic position on the
sea are proposed. In addition, through simulation ex-
amples, this paper also analyzes the infuence of param-
eters such as the azimuth angle, forward distance, and
incoming target azimuth angle of warship deployment on
the confguration optimization of air defense frepower
units. Te optimization model and calculation formulas
constructed in this paper can provide a certain theoretical
basis for the confguration of coordinated air defense
frepower units between warships and the strategic lo-
cation on the sea. In the follow-up research, we will
further discuss the confguration optimization of the
integrated air defense frepower unit of reefs, seas, and air
under the coordination of long-range aviation, early-
warning aircraft, and other forces.
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